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METHODS OF ACCOUNTING FOR WASTE IN A 
COTTON SPINNING MILL
P u b l i c a t i o n s  D e p a r t m e n t  N o t e
There is probably no industry about whose cost methods so little has been written 
as the textile industry. The Publications Department is trying to secure several cost 
articles dealing with different phases of the textile industry and it desires to enlist 
the cooperation of members in securing articles of this character or short comments 
about peculiar features of textile cost accounting.
The Publications Department will welcome any comments on this publication.
The problem of waste or scrap material is of great importance 
and is difficult to account for in any manufacturing concern.1
The purpose of this article is not to discuss the problem as 
applied to all industries but to treat the various aspects of it that 
arise in a cotton yarn spinning mill. However, some of the general 
principles mentioned may also apply to other industries.
M a n u f a c t u r i n g  P r o c e s s e s
Before going into the waste problem proper it is perhaps ad­
visable to give a brief summary of the manufacturing process as a 
whole. For the purpose of this article an ordinary spinning mill 
which manufactures carded and combed yarns, in various sizes 
will be considered. Carded yarns are usually made from short 
staple cotton, referred to throughout the mill as “ carded stock.” 
This stock passes through the following six major operations: 
1, Opening and picking, in which the bales are opened and the 
tightly packed fibers of cotton are separated, a considerable portion 
of dirt and seeds being removed; 2, carding, in which the fibers are 
laid parallel to each other, more dirt and some short fibers being 
removed, and the cotton being drawn into slivers which are about 
one inch to one and one-fourth inches thick; 3, drawing, where six 
slivers are drawn out to form one sliver of the same thickness but 
six times the length; 4, speeding, in which the slivers are again 
drawn and also twisted into roving; 5, spinning, in which the rov­
ing is spun into yarn; and 6, winding, in which the yarn is wound 
on cones ready for use.
Combed yarns are made from a longer staple cotton than 
carded yarns, which is referred to as comber stock. The only 
difference between the spinning of carded and combed yarns is that
1For a discussion o f  the waste problem by the case or clinic method see V ol. II, 
No. 13, o f  the Official Publications o f  the National Association o f  Cost Accountants.
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the combed cotton stock passes through a process in which the short 
fibers are combed out.
Yarns are sometimes put through special processes, such as, 
doubling and twisting, in which two yarns are taken and twisted 
together to form what is known as two-ply yarn. In most mills 
warped yarns are also made for the warp threads of the cloth which 
necessitates an additional operation. Waste occurs in all these 
operations. To simplify this article, however, any special opera­
tions will be disregarded and only the major processes will be 
considered.
W a s t e  P e r c e n t a g e s
Throughout the various manufacturing operations described 
above, considerable waste material accumulates. About 30% of 
the carded stock put into process becomes waste. Perhaps one- 
half of this waste may be returned to the opening room and re­
mixed with bale cotton being opened. Some of the balance is a 
total loss, such as, dirt and seeds, while a large portion consisting 
of sweeps, thread, etc. may be sold to outside firms to be put to 
uses other than the spinning of yarn.
About 40% of the comber stock is waste, the larger percentage 
being due to the fact that the short fibers are combed out in the 
combing operation. These short fibers are sometimes used again 
on carded stock, but in some mills they are sold. Generally, waste 
of too poor a grade to be used again on comber stock may be readily 
utilized on carded stock. Some of the comber stock waste, such as 
broken slivers from the drawing frames, is of a better grade than 
new comber stock being opened, since the dirt and seeds have been 
removed. This waste is often used again on comber stock.
Before being sold or used again, some of the waste must pass 
through a reclaiming process of some sort or other. Its cost is, 
of course, chargeable against any income derived from the waste.
This survey will give the reader a general idea of the propor­
tions that waste and the handling of it assume in a spinning mill, 
but it does not give any conception of the immense amount of detail 
required to properly record the quantities of the different kinds of 
waste. Almost every kind of waste has a special method of treat­
ment before it is sold or taken to the opening room for re-use. 
There are apt to be about ten to twenty different kinds of waste 
resulting from the use of two to possibly ten or even more different 
grades of cotton stock in the same mill.
W a s t e  R e c o r d s
From a standpoint of operating efficiency, if not from a cost­
ing standpoint it is desirable to keep individual records of quanti­
ties of each kind of waste resulting from each operation and from
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the different grades of cotton. These records are invaluable for 
superintendents, foremen and purchasing agents. By studying 
them the superintendent may determine the efficiency of his plant, 
not by comparing merely the production of one period with another 
period, but by considering in addition what his percentage of good 
production has been to the total cotton consumed. The purchasing 
agent can ascertain how certain lots purchased are running and 
also the quantities of dirt and seeds in the different lots. Often 
certain lots of cotton may be purchased very cheaply but after the 
dirt and seeds have been removed the good cotton remaining may 
have cost more than the better grade and more expensive cotton 
which has less waste. This point may be illustrated by the follow­
ing example: Suppose one lot of cotton is purchased at $.22 and 
another at $.20. If ten percent of dirt and seeds were extracted 
from the $.22, the lot cost per pound of good cotton contained in
the bale would be 10090 x $.22 or $.244. If the cheaper grade con­
tained twenty percent dirt and seeds, which although high, is
nevertheless possible, then the good cotton would cost 10080 x $.20
or $.25 per pound, or more than the better grade cotton. Even 
these figures do not bring out the real loss on the cheaper grade 
because if the staple is short or of poor strength, a vastly greater 
loss in time and also in material may result from broken ends and 
so forth, in the operations which succeed the cleaning processes.
It is frequently necessary for the cost accountant to content 
himself with using various records being kept for efficiency pur­
poses in the mill, because the recording of waste requires the time 
of a number of laborers. These records are often incompletely kept 
and it is sometimes impossible to tie them up with any sort of a 
control. The cost accountant’s first step therefore is to establish 
a control over these records. It may first be necessary to make the 
management realize that as long as these records are being kept 
at all they may as well be kept correctly. The methods used for 
control would of course depend upon the cost system used and 
the amount of information desired in regard to waste. Since 
different types of cost systems require different methods of dealing 
with waste and controlling the material accounts the writer will 
commence, therefore, with the simplest kind of cost system and 
gradually develop it into a system where the most detailed analysis 
of costs is required.
E s t i m a t i n g  C o s t  S y s t e m
A simple estimating cost system will be considered first, in 
which the mill is charged with raw cotton as used and with all 
operating expenses, and credited with sales of yarn at an estimated 
cost. The value of waste sold is credited to the mill at its sales
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price. An inventory is taken at the end of the accounting period 
and the difference between the quantity of cotton opened plus 
beginning inventory of work in progress, and sales plus closing 
inventories of work in progress represents waste which has been 
a total loss except that some of it may be salable to outside con­
cerns for purposes other than spinning.
The method of computing this waste would be as follows:
Pounds
  Inventory Cotton in Process..............................  200,000
Cotton Opened......................................................  3,000,000
Pounds 3,200,000
Sales ........................................  2,500,000
Inventory Cotton in Process..  250,000 2,750,000
Balance—Waste 450,000
Percentage waste to total cotton used 14.06%.
This procedure is simple enough because all that is required 
is a record of cotton consumed, a record of sales of yarn, and an 
inventory. The quantity of waste that is turned back is never 
shown on the records. This method of handling the accounts does 
not have any great advantage because it does not bring out in 
what particular departments there has been an abnormally high 
percentage of waste, or what department has made an exceptionally 
good showing.
A large portion of the waste that is turned back for use again 
and not shown on the records results from broken down ends. To 
a large extent it is preventable. Consequently, it is a measure of 
the efficiency of the plant to know the percentage of this sort of 
waste. Of course, high operating cost would also indicate ineffi­
ciency of some sort but if the percentage of waste is known, a way 
to increase efficiency may possibly be found.
R e c o r d s  o f  W a s t e  P r o d u c e d
Consequently, for the purpose of more efficient operation, it 
becomes almost necessary to keep some record of the quantity of 
waste produced. The easiest method of doing this is to weigh the 
waste as it comes to the opening room for use again and to keep 
a record of quantities of waste returned for re-use and of waste 
sold. The percentage to total cotton consumed may then be ascer­
tained and compared with results of other accounting periods.
But even under this method nothing of any real value is ob­
tained as far as costs are concerned. As far as efficiency is con­
cerned, it may be ascertained that inefficiency may have been 
caused by an excessive amount of waste but it cannot be determined
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in what particular operation the inefficiency occurred. Of course 
the management will want to know in what departments improve­
ments can be made, and so additional records will be added grad­
ually, to show the quantities of waste and the production from 
each operation.
To obtain the quantities of waste produced it is necessary to 
weigh up each kind of waste as it accumulates, possibly at the end 
of each day or possibly twice a day. This work takes a little of the 
time of some of the shop forces, which is to be expected if any 
worthwhile results are to be obtained. Most modern plants have 
accurate methods for reporting production in the various depart­
ments. Many of the plants obtain their production figures from 
hank clocks on the machines which record the number of hanks 
(840 yards) of slivers, roving or yarn produced. The number of 
hanks produced is then multiplied by a certain constant giving 
the production in pounds. However, this figure includes a certain 
quantity of waste from broken ends. It is well to ascertain whether 
or not a careful record is kept of this waste and whether the 
amount of waste is deducted from the gross production reported, 
which will give the net production.
In some departments it is necessary to use other methods for 
recording production. For instance, in the picker department the 
laps are usually weighed to determine whether or not they are of 
uniform density and laid evenly. Any irregularities are manifested 
in a decrease or increase from the standard weight. It is a simple 
matter to jot these weights down on a suitable record as the laps 
are weighed and to send this record to the office daily, to be totalled 
and transferred to a more permanent form.
In the card-room the average daily production of one card 
frame is estimated and this is multiplied by the number of cards 
running each day. The result obtained includes, however, a certain 
quantity of waste, resulting from broken slivers. This waste is 
weighed up daily as already explained and is deducted from the 
gross production giving the net good production.
The production of the combing, drawing, speeding and spin­
ning departments can easily be obtained by hank clocks as previ­
ously explained.
The winding production, however, must usually be weighed, 
and since winder operators are generally paid on a basis of piece 
work at a certain rate per pound, the winding production may be 
obtained from the piece work reports.
When the good production and waste is obtained, it is a simple 
matter to determine the percentage of each to total cotton con­
sumed. The percentage of each department is then compared with 
the percentages of the previous month and possibly with the per-
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centages of the same month of the previous year if the records 
are available. The past performances give a standard by which 
to judge present efficiency.
A certain quantity of waste cannot be avoided, but it is never­
theless possible to eliminate an appreciable portion of the waste. 
Likewise, if the cotton stock is running poorly throughout the 
mill, it may be advisable to purchase a better grade of cotton and 
save in rehandling costs more than enough money to cover the 
additional cost of higher grade raw material.
Continuing now, with the development of the cost System in 
use, assume that in addition to classifying waste between depart­
ments and operations the payroll has also been departmentalized, 
and that an average cost per pound of the finished yarn by depart­
ments is desired. A reasonably accurate average cost per pound 
may be obtained under an estimating cost system, with a minimum 
amount of clerical detail. This simplicity, however, is the only 
excuse for using an estimating system. A common fallacy in 
trying to obtain an average cost is to divide the departmental cost 
by the good production of the department and to total up these 
operation costs per pound and call it an average cost per pound of 
the finished product. Obviously, this procedure is incorrect and 
the cost will be understated, since the cost per pound for each 
operation thus obtained does not consider waste accumulated in 
subsequent operations. While 300,000 pounds of good laps may 
have been produced in the picker room in one month, about 75,000 
pounds of this amount would probably be waste, either re-usable 
or otherwise, in the succeeding processes and only about 225,000 
pounds would finally be wound into yarn ready for use in the 
winding room. Therefore, assuming that the picker room costs 
are roughly $1200.00, using the good production of the picker room 
as a basis, the cost would be $.004 per pound. However, 75,000 
pounds will be waste and only 225,000 pounds of the 300,000 pounds 
can be realized as finished product in the winding room. This 
225,000 pounds has cost $1200.00 to run through the picking opera­
tion, and consequently the picking cost of yarn wound is 
or $.0053 per pound.
1200
225,000
The easiest way of overcoming this problem is to base the 
operation costs on the final good production in the winding room. 
Although this seems like an excellent theory, it also has its defects. 
Under ideal conditions, where the production of all the depart­
ments of the mill are balanced against one another so that just 
enough cotton is passing through each department to keep the 
others busy, it works splendidly. In practice, however, this is 
seldom the case. One month the picker room may be far ahead of 
its production schedule. The next month this excess picker room
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production may make itself felt in all the succeeding departments. 
The effect of these irregularities on costs will be noted. Suppose, 
for instance, the winding room lagged in production for one month. 
Immediately all the other departments will show an abnormally 
high cost which cannot be explained. Furthermore, the total oper­
ating cost per pound will be grossly exaggerated. Many may con­
tend that the production of the various departments will not vary 
enough to effect the costs to any appreciable extent. But it has 
been the writer’s personal experience at one plant to see variations 
from production schedules large enough to distort the costs of 
some operations as much as 20%. Such a great variation is with­
out doubt worth considering and some solution must be found to 
eliminate the errors.
As far as preventing these abnormal costs from reflecting 
against the foreman of any department is concerned all that is 
necessary is to obtain two sets of figures, one showing the total 
operation cost divided by the good production of the department 
and the other showing the total operation costs divided by the final 
winding production. The first one will give a fair basis for judging 
the foreman’s results, and the other represents the average cost per 
pound of yarn wound. However, it has been noted how fallacious 
the cost of yarn obtained in this manner may be. Therefore, some 
other basis for obtaining a more equitable average cost will be 
considered.
It must be borne in mind that we are still working with an 
estimating cost system and are merely doing our best with the 
material we have to work with. Of course, the only valid reason 
as stated before, for using an estimating system is the simplicity 
of its operation, and the fact that the waste proposition may be 
handled with a minimum amount of clerical work in this sort of 
system.
The proper basis for arriving at the most correct average 
cost under an estimating system is obtained by using a system of 
percentages, which may seem arbitrary at first glance but really 
give as fair a basis as is possible. These percentages represent 
the proportion of the good production of each department for the 
accounting period which it will be possible to wind into yarn with­
out becoming waste, either usable or unusable. The following 
table will illustrate how these percentages are obtained :
1 2 3 4 S 6 7
Percent to Percent
Department Total-cotton Waste Percent Good Percent cotton net good
consumed Production opened production
Opening and Picking 400,000 32,000 8.00 368,000 92.00 92.00 80.48
Carding .......................  350,000 35,000 10.00 315,000 90.00 82.80 89.42
D raw ing .......................  325,000 6,500 2.00 318,500 98.00 81.14 91.25
Speeding ....................... 310,000 12,400 4.00 297,600 96.00 77.89 95.06
Spinning .....................  300,000 9,000 3.00 291,000 97.00 75.55 98.00
W inding .......................  280,000 2,800 1.00 277,200 98.00 74.04 100.00
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The sixth column of this table represents the percentage of 
good production of each operation to the total cotton opened. It is 
obvious that all of the 70.04% good material left in the winding 
room will be available for sale or in other words 100% of it will 
be net good production. However, not all of the good yarn pro­
duced in the spinning room will become good cone yarn in the 
winding room, and since 75.55% of the cotton left of what we began 
with in spinning room, and 74.04% in the winding room, conse­
qently, 74.0475.55 or 98% of our spinning production will be net good
winding production. In like manner 74.0477.89 or 95.06% of speeding
production will be net good winding production. If these per­
centages of net good production be applied to the total reported 
production of any department, and the result be divided into the 
operation costs, a departmental cost per pound representing the 
ultimate charge for that department in each pound of good yarn 
produced will be obtained. The figures for obtaining the above 
percentage may be taken from the various waste and production 
reports which have already been explained.
As far as obtaining material costs are concerned, these may 
also be determined from the waste records without taking inven­
tory, by simply adding the percentage of unusable waste to cotton 
opened, to the average cost of cotton opened for any accounting 
period, and then deducting the net income per pound from waste 
sold.
It may be argued that a proper average cost per pound of 
yarn can be obtained by making up an ordinary cost of manufac­
turing statement and dividing the total cost of manufacturing by 
total production, but in the methods outlined in this article a cor­
rect analysis of the cost may be obtained by operations and the data 
may be readily gotten up each month without taking an inventory 
which would be very expensive.
D e p a r t m e n t a l  C o s t s
A cost system under which accounts are kept in each depart­
ment for all of the various charges incurred therein will now be 
described, assuming also the keeping of separate accounts for 
carded and comber stock is desired. The opening and picking de­
partment will be charged with the cost of all cotton opened and all 
waste turned back for use again and with the cost of all labor and 
other expenses incurred. The method of handling the correspond­
ing credit for waste turned back and charged to the opening de­
partment will be taken up later.
The total charges against opening and picking are divided by 
the good production for the period, giving an average cost per
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pound of the cotton produced up to this point. In this manner any 
waste accumulated in this department is absorbed in the average 
cost per pound of the product. Of course, a record is kept of the 
quantities of waste produced. This quantity may be shown on the 
ledgers if desired by opening a waste material account, by depart­
ments preferably, since the quantity of waste is so very high. 
A certain amount of the waste produced in the picker room is sal­
able after being put through a reclaiming process. An account is 
kept for this reclaiming department the same as for any produc­
tive department.
The carded and comber stock are credited with the sales of 
waste from each less the cost of reclaiming it. The waste reclaim­
ing department will be credited with the balance of the proceeds 
from the sales of waste.
An alternative method is to charge all reclaiming costs against 
a reclaiming account and credit all sales from waste to this account. 
The balance of this account will then be credited to general over­
head and the net income from waste distributed between the vari­
ous cotton stocks, with the general factory overhead account.
Coming back to the opening and picking department, the net 
cost of carded and combed stock, including labor, materials and 
expense and an allowance for waste sold, will be applied against 
the quantity of material transferred to the card room, charging 
this amount to the card room and crediting the picker room.
The card room is also charged with all labor and expense in­
curred therein, and credited with the net proceeds from the sales 
of waste. But a new problem arises as far as waste is concerned. 
Some of the waste made from both the carded and comber stock 
is turned back for use as carded stock. To clear up the accounts 
it is necessary to credit the carded and combed stocks in the card 
room and debit the opening room, for the value of waste turned 
back. However, it is hard to fix a value on this waste turned back. 
To use its cost thus far and credit comber stock in the card room 
and charge carded stock in the picker room with this amount would 
be to burden carded costs with an unreasonable charge, since this 
waste is actually worth less than the new bales of cotton being 
opened. In most cases, therefore, an arbitrary price is placed on 
this cotton turned back which will reflect its comparative value. 
The full price is changed against the opening room and the re­
claiming department is credited with the cost of reclaiming, the 
balance of the credit being made to the card room.
The good production of each cotton stock is now divided into 
the net departmental costs, after allowing for sales and reclaimed 
value of waste, giving a cost per pound to be charged against the 
following operation, namely, combing or drawing whichever it 
may be.
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It will be seen from the above that the net loss due to waste 
is being absorbed in the accumulated costs per pound as the cotton 
goes through the plant.
In dealing with costs and waste under this system a decided 
advantage is gained in that control is obtained over materials and 
waste in each operation. It is certain if the accounts balance ap­
proximately when a physical inventory is taken that any data con­
cerning materials and waste is fairly covered. Allowance must be 
made, however, for an invisible loss, usually about 1 % of the cotton 
processed, consisting of dust and small fibers of cotton lost in the 
air during the process of manufacture.
It must always be borne in mind, no matter what system is 
being used, that the various waste reports gotten up must be utilized 
to their utmost possibility for the purpose of studying efficiency 
of operation. For this same reason it is desirable to keep more 
and more detailed records. For instance, it is certainly desirable 
to know that a certain cheap carded yarn, while its raw material 
cost may be very low, is nevertheless costing very nearly as much 
as a better grade yarn because of the large quantity of waste pro­
duced, not only in dirt and seeds, but also in broken down ends, etc. 
Too much detail is, of course, impractical since it entails the tying 
up of men on non-productive work and may cost more than any 
imaginable results might warrant. However, tests may be con­
ducted throughout the mill which will give very valuable informa­
tion. The results of these tests must not be taken at their face 
value since they may have been taken when conditions were not 
ordinary. Any unusual results, therefore, should be carefully re­
checked before basing any decisions on them. If used with the 
proper amount of judgment and precision, these tests will prove 
themselves of untold value.
D e t a i l e d  Y a r n  C o s t s
A plant in which detailed yarn costs and a cost for each grade 
and size of yarn are desired will now be considered. Assume that 
the plant is manufacturing about twenty-five different numbers of 
carded and combed yarns. This gives a fairly simple illustration 
since in practice often as many as ten grades of cotton are used and 
fifty or more different yarns manufactured in the same plant. It 
is necessary in some plants also to find a different cost on warped 
and fill yarns or on combed and mercerized yarns or any number 
of combinations of yarns which are likely to be manufactured in 
one plant. The principles outlined in a simple case, however, will 
illustrate the general principles involved.
Where the detail yarn costs are desired, it is necessary to 
determine a departmental cost for each grade and size of yarn 
making due allowances for waste accumulated in succeeding de­
partments. Of course, these individual yarn costs entail an enor­
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mous amount of detail, but serve as the only equitable means for 
establishing selling prices, since individual costs based upon the 
average costs per pound of yarn manufactured by means of per­
centages are very misleading.
For the purpose of obtaining detailed yarn costs, the accounts 
for the various cotton stocks in each department are used as con­
trolling accounts and an individual cost sheet is made up for each 
kind of yarn manufactured. Up to and including the combing 
process it will not be necessary to work out any detailed costs, to 
supplement the figures shown on the ledgers since the slivers manu­
factured in carding and combing are all the same size no matter 
what size of yarn is manufactured from them. All the cost in­
formation required may be obtained from the ledger accounts. 
The method of handling all charges and credits for waste will be 
exactly the same as described previously where average costs per 
pound are desired.
In the drawing operation, however, there are apt to be differ­
ent size slivers for different sizes of yarns, and here it is necessary 
to commence keeping detailed auxiliary records. On the detailed 
records the total cotton consumed on each size sliver is charged 
against that particular sliver along with the various other drawing 
department costs incurred in producing it. If a record is not kept 
of the quantity from each size of sliver, the waste made may be 
divided in proportion to the cotton consumed on each sliver, or by 
percentages determined by tests. The sales or reclaimable value 
of waste is then credited to each size sliver and the net cost is 
divided by the total good production of the particular sliver, giving 
a cost per pound for each size. It will be seen that the net loss due 
to waste in this operation has been absorbed in the cost per pound 
of the slivers.
The means of controlling these detailed figures will be the 
ledger accounts, which are debited or credited with the amounts 
charged against or credited to individual slivers.
The controlling accounts will next be credited with the total 
value of slivers transferred to the speeding department, priced out 
at the prices obtained from the detailed cost records. A cost sheet 
will now be set up for each size of roving produced in the speeding 
department. The slivers used on each roving will be charged 
against it at the prices obtained in the drawing department. The 
same procedure of arriving at a cost per pound of good production 
of each size of roving is used as in the drawing department, the 
net loss in waste being absorbed in this cost per pound. The 
method of controlling the quantities and values of labor, material 
and expense is also the same as in the drawing department.
In the spinning and winding room the same method of han­
dling the detailed records and controls is used. It is in these de­
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partments that the greatest amount of detail will be required since 
one size of roving may be made into several sizes of yarn.
Throughout the mill, individual records may be kept for each 
kind of waste from each size of sliver, roving, or yarn produced, 
if desired. This procedure, however, entails an almost prohibitive 
amount of detailed work by the shop forces and is in most cases 
impractical. A basis for dividing waste between products may be 
obtained by conducting tests, which will show, for instance, in the 
spinning room the difference in percentages of waste between large 
and small sizes. These percentages will then be applied against 
the total waste of the department.
Where many different grades and sizes of yarn are manufac­
tured, the tremendous amount of clerical detail required under the 
sort of control above described can readily be imagined. This is 
the only drawback to this kind of a system.
Where it is desired to eliminate much of this detail, the follow­
ing alternative method of computing the individual yarn costs is 
suggested. This method is the same as described under an esti­
mating system, where the percentage of net good production was 
obtained. This percentage of net good production is applied 
against the production of each sliver, roving, or yarn in each de­
partment and the total costs chargeable against the product are 
divided by the adjusted production. A different percentage of net 
good production may be worked out for each staple if desired, as­
suring more accurate costs. To control these costs it is necessary 
to merely have an account in each department for labor, material 
and expense and to see that the total charges on the detailed cost 
sheets agree with the total departmental charges.
While this system is not as impressive as one more elaborately 
controlled, the results are obtained with very little detail as com­
pared with the other method and for this reason it is to be recom­
mended.
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